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Investment Objective
The Fund provides investors with a convenient way to access attractive income returns,
including franking credits, from an actively managed, diversified portfolio of hybrid securities.
As the Fund is overseen by a professional investment manager it actively seeks to reduce the
volatility and downside risk that may otherwise be experienced by direct holders of hybrids.
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during the trading day on the ASX, and trade
like shares.
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Graph shows performance of Fund relative to the Solactive Australian Hybrid Securities Index since inception. Fund returns are
calculated in A$ using net asset value per unit at the start and end of the specified period and do not reflect the brokerage or
the bid ask spread that investors incur when buying and selling units on the ASX. Returns are after fund management costs,
assume reinvestment of any distributions and do not take into account income tax. Returns for periods longer than one year are
annualised. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. Source: BetaShares, Bloomberg

Monthly Commentary
HBRD returned -0.20% after all fees (before franking credits) in November compared to the
Australian sharemarket’s -2.2% and the Solactive Australian Hybrid Index’s -0.16%. Since
inception, HBRD has returned 3.22% after fees but before franking, compared to the
Benchmark Hybrid Index's unfranked 3.11%. It has therefore outperformed while recording
similar levels of volatility. At end November HBRD was diversified across 38 hybrids/bonds with
a 6.8% portfolio weight to cash, 8.6% allocated to Tier 2 bonds with investment-grade ratings,
and 84.4% invested in Tier 1 capital hybrids. Current unfranked and franked yields on hybrids
remain attractive in the Investment Manager’s view with spreads multiples of pre-GFC levels
and some 70 basis points wider than those at the start of 2018.
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Sector Allocation
 Bank Hybrids

83.9%

 Subordinated Bonds
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 Capital Notes
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Yield and Portfolio Characteristics
Running Yield (% p.a.)1
Gross Running Yield (% p.a.)2
Index Constituents

3.84%
5.26%
40

(1) Average yield (weighted by market value) of the hybrids portfolio, divided by the current market price of the securities. Provides an
indication of expected current income from making an investment at market price. This value will vary over time.
(2) Average estimated gross yield (weighted by market values and inclusive of franking credits) of the hybrids in the portfolio, divided
by the current market price of the securities. Provides an indication of the expected current income from making an investment at
market price. This figure is indicative only and will vary over time. Not all investors will be able to obtain the full value of franking
credits.

There are risks associated with an investment
in the Fund, including interest rate risk, credit
risk, hybrids complexity risk and sector
concentration risk. For more information on
risks and other features of the Fund please
see the Product Disclosure Statement.
betashares.com.au
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About the Investment Manager
The Fund’s investment manager is Coolabah Capital Institutional Investments (“CCI”). CCI is an independent Australian active-fixed income specialist,
with expertise in valuing, analysing and investing in hybrid securities.

Investment Strategy
The Fund will invest in an actively managed portfolio of hybrid securities, bonds and cash. If and when the hybrids market is assessed to be
overvalued or to present a heightened risk of capital loss, the Fund can allocate more of the portfolio to lower risk securities.

Benefits of BetaShares Active Australian Hybrids Fund
Professionally managed hybrids exposure: Actively managed fund helps investors access a diversified portfolio of hybrids and aims to reduce
potential downside risk associated with owning hybrids directly
Lower volatility: The Fund targets volatility of 3% to 4% p.a. - less than one-third of that historically displayed by the Australian equities market
Risk management: The Investment Manager is able to increase exposure to cash and bonds if required given market conditions in order to reduce
risk
Potential for outperformance: Actively managed portfolio aims to deliver total returns that exceed the ASX hybrids market over time
Regular, attractive tax-efficient income: Monthly franked income expected to be in excess of that available from cash and senior bonds.
Position for rising rates: Fund’s income should be expected to rise should interest rates rise and vice versa
Portfolio diversification: Hybrids have historically exhibited low correlation to equities as well as generally shown defensive characteristics during
sharemarket declines
Liquidity: May benefit from access to superior liquidity compared to directly held hybrids; Fund trades on ASX like any share

How to use the BetaShares Active Australian Hybrids Fund in your portfolio
The Fund can be used to implement a variety of investment strategies. For example:
A complement to or substitute for an existing direct hybrids portfolio offering greater portfolio diversification, and risk management via a
professionally managed solution
A core portfolio allocation seeking to provide attractive, tax-efficient income, a relatively high level of capital stability and diversification benefits to
investment portfolios

An investment in any BetaShares Fund (‘Fund’) is subject to investment risk including possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. Neither BetaShares Capital Ltd
(“BetaShares”) nor BetaShares Holdings Pty Ltd guarantees the performance of any Fund or the repayment of capital or any particular rate of return. Past performance is not an indication of future
performance. This information is prepared by BetaShares Capital Ltd (ACN 139 566 868 AFS Licence 341181) (“BetaShares”), the product issuer. It is general information only and does not take into
account your objectives, financial situation or needs so it may not be appropriate for you. Before making an investment decision you should consider the product disclosure statement (‘PDS’) and your
circumstances and obtain financial advice. The PDS is available at www.betashares.com.au or by calling 1300 487 577 (within Australia) or +61 2 9290 6888 (outside Australia). This document does not
constitute an offer of, or an invitation to purchase or subscribe for, securities. This information was prepared in good faith and to the extent permitted by law BetaShares accepts no liability for any
errors or omissions or loss from reliance on any of it. BetaShares® and Back Your View® are registered trademarks of BetaShares Holdings Pty Ltd.
The Fund is not sponsored, promoted, sold or supported in any other manner by Solactive AG nor does Solactive AG offer any express or implicit guarantee or assurance either with regard to the
results of using the Index at any time or in any other respect. The Index is calculated and published by Solactive AG. Neither publication of the Index by Solactive AG nor the licensing of the Index for
the purpose of use in connection with the Fund constitutes a recommendation by Solactive AG to invest capital in the Fund nor does it in any way represent an assurance or opinion of Solactive AG
with regard to any investment in the Fund.
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